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Julia Gillard has a lot in common with John Howard, who was not loved but who 

implemented major changes. 

The left side of politics needs to get over its obsession with vision and leadership. While it may 

be hard for some on the left to admit it, it is pretty clear that John Howard was a radical, 

transformative and long-lived prime minister. He was never lauded, even by his own party, as 

visionary. But he was. Indeed, a large part of his success was due to other people denying he 

was achieving anything. 

Those on the left who yearn for fine words and clear statements of vision should reflect on that. 

In the realms of health, education, industrial relations, retirement income, indigenous affairs and 

national identity Howard drove major changes that have lasted well after he lost office. 

This is not a defence of the direction of his vision, nor of the way he went about achieving it. It is 

simply an admission of the obvious. Howard delivered more change than he promised, was 

more visionary than those who could not even see what he was doing, and was playing a much 

longer-term game than the internal and external opponents he saw off. 

And he wasn't poll-driven. The GST, the war in Iraq and Work Choices were not popular. John 

Howard spent his political capital driving the changes he believed in most. He spent his 

popularity on his vision, he did not crave it. 

I opposed most of the big reforms that Howard succeeded in implementing. So did the ALP, the 

Greens, the unions and large slabs of civil society. But that didn't stop him. He was good at the 

job of making things happen in the face of opposition. And he was good at the job of staying 

elected. 
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But Howard was not loved by his party. And while the public warmed to him after he had been in 

the job for a decade, his relationship with the Australian people for his first six years were 

decidedly frosty. 

He tripped up the stairs of the White House on one of his first big overseas trips which proved, 

for many at least, that he was clumsy on the world stage. While images matter a great deal in 

modern politics, they don't bear any relationship to the ability of people to do their actual job of 

governing. 

The longer the progressive side of politics goes on and on about the need for inspirational 

leadership the less likely it is that they will achieve the changes they want. US President Barack 

Obama was visionary, but was his health reform package? Obama was inspirational, but are his 

tax cuts? 

We don't need words, we need deeds. It would be nice to have both, but Howard showed quite 

clearly that sometimes it's easier to achieve the latter if you eschew the former. 

Kevin Rudd called climate change the great moral challenge and he failed to get his carbon 

price through both houses of Parliament. Some argue that Prime Minister Julia Gillard was a 

reluctant convert to the climate change challenge but she got her scheme through. Which would 

you prefer? 

Politics is the art of the possible, and while there is no doubt that some ''vision'' and ''leadership'' 

can fire up the indifferent majority from time to time, the task of seeing things through requires 

quite a different set of skills. While some people believed Rudd was strong on the former almost 

nobody would suggest he was even competent at the latter. 

Rudd was a breath of political fresh air in 2007, but he was never an inspirational progressive. 

Indeed, in pursuit of the prime ministership he tried to look as much like Howard as he possibly 

could. While his slogans might have been all about change, in reality his policies and his 

demeanour were explicitly designed to not scare the horses. 

Howard kicked off the 2007 campaign with $32 billion worth of tax cuts, Rudd countered with 

$30 billion of his own. Rudd proudly described himself as a fiscal conservative and criticised 

Howard's big-spending ways. Rudd, we were told, would take a razor, and then a meat axe, to 

the public service. 

Visionary? Progressive? Yeah, right. 

Rudd proposed to roll back Work Choices, but not too far. He proudly kept the Building 

Commission. And while he loved the symbolism of signing the Kyoto Protocol he refused to set 

emission reduction targets for his proposed emissions trading scheme before the 2007 election. 

After all of the talk about the science of climate change before the election, Rudd shifted quickly 

to the politics of placating polluters. Not a scientist in the country would argue that our 5 per cent 



emission reduction cuts were adequate and barely a few economists would argue that giving the 

biggest polluters 95.5 per cent of their permits for free was necessary. 

Big talk quickly turned into small action. 

The vision may have been there, but the determination clearly was not. 

Howard's success owed much to the willingness of his opponents to underestimate him. A 

willingness he never seemed keen to overturn. In part he succeeded because of, not despite of, 

the fact that people underestimated him. 

While the ALP was busy calling him ''stuck in the past'' and having a ''white picket fence'' view of 

the world he was busy fundamentally changing the future. He sold off assets we will never buy 

back, he reshaped the health and education system in ways that are difficult, if not impossible, 

to unwind. 

And he changed the way Australians saw themselves, and others, particularly in relation to 

asylum seekers. Both major political parties now fight over where to process asylum seekers 

offshore, not whether to. 

This week the ALP caucus members showed that they were not poll-driven. In overwhelmingly 

endorsing Gillard they showed that they are willing to make hard decisions, take risks, and 

stand up to the mob. I hope this approach will soon become evident in their willingness to stand 

up to mining magnates who have tantrums and big business people feigning fear at all of the 

''uncertainty'' they face. 

Gillard has made mistakes, all people do. Howard's first term was rocky, to say the least, with 

minister after minister resigning as a result of his Ministerial Code of Conduct. He dumped that. 

While Gillard will not thank me for saying it, she is far more like Howard than Rudd ever was. 

While she is clearly not highly popular, she has been effective in getting her agenda through. 
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